QFS
Qxpress Fulfillment Service

We deliver your hopes with passion

Special Feature of QFS
 INTRODUCTION

Qxpress Fulfillment Service, QFS has been being provided to meet with the various requirements
which have been brought from the 3PL & 4PL for the basis of E-Commerce platform performing in the
area of Singapore, China, Japan.

 Summary of QFS

We will have your selected merchandise be delivered in the hands of your buyer once you choose our
QFS.
SECTION
Forwarding, Customs Clearance, InLand to DPC & on/off service
Storing in warehouse & Check-in
Warehousing

Receiving Order

SERVICE DETAILS
Air & Ocean shipping services, Customs brokerage as your trading counter part at your end
Inspection between documents and actual goods warehoused-in to our DPC; Distribution Processing
Center.
Maintenance control for the inventory.
Ready to deliver once a buyer places order interfacing through QWMS ; Qxpress Warehouse
Management Service

Picking

Picking service for the goods buyer choose.

Packing

We can provide you with packing service as per your requirement with competitive cost.

Local Delivery
Customer Service

In-house processing & delivery by TMS subordinated with our QWMS.
Digitally controlled buyers signature confirm approval of goods receive. Feedback from Customers.

Why QFS
We are willing to provide you with the comprehensive logistics service from the factory to buyer’s
hands. Our QFS is in the middle between your both ends to satisfy various requirements for
24hours & 365days. You just focus on merchandising only. Others all must be counted on
QXPRESS Pte Ltd from now on.

Save time

You can enjoy our single window
service by accessing QWMS
system which provides you with
daily order status, inventory per
commodity, ready to delivery
situation, result of delivery & CS in
case of any claim from buyer.

Expertise

We, Qxpress has been actualized
over 300,000 E-commerce biz of
monthly turnover. Nobody could
deny or ignore our KNOW-HOW
in this field. Now, It’s your turn
for enjoying the different stage
of total service.

Fast delivery

You will get 3days saving at least in
comparison with other international courier
service, As each & every order is
automatically to be assigned to our
designated driver who are over 300 in our
system.

Cost saving

One Stop & Single Window service
fulfilled by Qxpress are also providing you
with the chance to save cost by
monitoring every step from Forwarding
customs clearance,inventory, delivery, C/S
and balancing statement.

Successful Business

You surely accept that Ecommerce is now entering into
new phase. It means Ecommerce friendly solution
provider, QXPRESS is your
essential partner in your CBT
business. If you plan to grow
your oversea market, Please
contact with us right now.

